
Premium Archival Services

Unlock the future of
your collection
Iron Mountain Media & Archive Services offers
Premium Archival Services, a highly specialized
and consultative suite of services designed to
meticulously preserve and effectively manage
high-value asset collections. Our offerings are not
one-size-fits-all; instead, they are carefully
tailored to meet the unique needs of a diverse
range of clients, including personal collectors,
renowned artists, home studios, and expansive
corporate archives.

Our process begins with a thorough, expert
assessment of the collection at hand, evaluating
its current state, potential risks, and the most
effective strategies for preservation. This
assessment guides the logistics of the archival
process, ensuring every piece in the collection is
meticulously handled, transported, and stored.
Our facilities are equipped with state-of-the-art
technology and adhere to the highest standards
of security and climate control. This ensures the
collections we steward remain in optimal
condition.

Why choose Iron Mountain Media & Archive Services?

1. Expertise Iron Mountain Media & Archive Services
brings over 25 years of Media & Entertainment industry
experience to your project. Our seasoned archivists
understand the unique stories and value behind each
item in your collection, ensuring they're cared for with
respect and understanding.

2. Tailored solutions. With a commitment to highly
consultative services, we don’t believe in one-size-fits-all
solutions. We invest time to understand your specific
needs, and design custom archival strategies for each
unique case, regardless of whether you're an individual
collector or a large corporation.

3. End-to-end capabilities. Iron Mountain Media &
Archive Solutions offers a comprehensive solution for
your high-value assets. From expert assessment to
logistics, storage, and archival activation, our Prime
Team manages every stage seamlessly. This holistic
approach gives you peace of mind, knowing your archive
is well cared for, and ready for future opportunities.
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Storage Conditions Documents & Other
Non-Precious Items

Audiovisual 
Media

Negative Prints,
Fragile/Historical

Documents

Film or 
Fragile/Specific 

Assets

Ambient Climate

Climate Controlled
(65°-69°F / 50-55%
humidity)

Cold Climate 
(35°-50°F / 35-50%
humidity)

Storage climate options for all asset types
Our archivists will recommend the proper storage environment at Iron Mountain Media & Archive
Services for your assets. The options available (vary by location) include:

About Iron Mountain Media & Archive Services

Iron Mountain Media and Archive Services, founded in 1988 is the media and entertainment division of Iron Mountain Incorporated® and the go-to physical and digital media
archiving service for the media and entertainment industries. They partner with clients ranging from the broadcast, film, music and sports sectors to brand archives and individual
artists' collections and estates, to protect and activate media archives to preserve our collective cultural heritage. A global leader in media preservation, restoration and archive
management, they offer industry-leading archive, storage, chain-of-custody processes and physical and digital content preservation solutions to ensure the complete protection of
some of the world’s most treasured and iconic assets. Visit https://www.ironmountain.com/industries/entertainment  for more information.
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May we introduce
ourselves?
You’ve been tasked with the critical and complex role of
both preserving irreplaceable assets, and identifying the
evolving technology to keep this content accessible for
the world’s audiences.
 
Everyone at Iron Mountain Media & Archive Services
cares about your archive as much as you do. We think
and act as an extension of your own team to meet the
current and future needs of your archive for both
historical preservation and revenue generation. We’ll
always hold ourselves accountable to your standards.

Passion and Expertise
Experts, industry veterans, and specialists who truly love
what they do; we wor k as an extension of your team,
giving you confidence to solve any challenge that comes
your way.

One stop shop
Our complete chain of custody and services can support
the entire asset lifecycle. We’ll make it easier to solve a
diverse set of challenges by tailoring solutions to meet
your exact needs and requirements.

Industry-leading technology
Our tools and technology enable us to provide world
class security, remediation, and inventory management,
so you can confidently access your most important assets
— now and forever — wherever they are.
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